
#

13

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5100 185 4.33 1.54 30 1/4 9 3/8 37 6.7 4.11 122" 13

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

Slot, Z
DOB (Age)

1-5-93 (26)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Chipka, Dan

TEAM

New England Patriots2015–1st– IND

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

MIAMI (FL)  (FLMI)

Prospect (Last, First)

Dorsett, Phillip

2018: vs HOU 9/9, at JAX 9/16, vs MIA 9/30, vs NYJ 12/30, vs LAC 1/13

40
Winning %

70%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Saw a slight increase in Offensive Snap Percentage from '17 (33.0%) to '18 (35.7%)

Steady increase in Catch Percentage throughout career '15 (46.2%) to '18 (76.2%)

2018:  Contributor to the NFL's #4 Scoring Offense (27.2 ppg.)

2017:  Contributor to the NFL's #2 Scoring Offense (28.6 ppg.)

2016:  Contributor to the NFL's #5 Passing Offense (262.6 ypg.)

4th-year WR who has started 11 out of 62 career games played, including starts in 2 out of 19 games in 2018,

while suffering no significant injuries in 2018, and playing under the last year of a two-year contract for HC Bill

Belicheck and 11th-year OC Josh McDaniels' multiple, pro-style scheme. Primarily used as a Z receiver, but also

saw time as an X and Slot with most of his production coming from the quick to intermediate passing game

involving Outs, Ins, Whips, Corners, and Crossing Routes. Displays an athletic, muscular frame with adequate

height and weight with marginal arm length and good hand size, while demonstrating good athletic ability

featuring a combination of very good balance, body control, and COD with good speed and agility. Good release

due to very good body control, good mental processing, along with solid explosiveness; vs. Press, uses a

combination of very good body control along with good footwork and agility to avoid reroutes and stack his

defender. When given a free release off the LOS, displays a quick release and eats-up the cushion of the defender

by threatening his leverage, stepping on his toes before his break. Displays soild UOH and good footwork to win

vs. Soft Press without disrupting the timing of the pass pattern. Good vertical stem, displaying good mental

processing to attack his defender's leverage or to drive at the defender, giving himself a two-way-go and keeping

his defender off-balance. On in-cuts and/or Crossing routes, displays good mental processing to identify

coverages and settle vs. Zone, or avoid reroutes and continue running vs. Man. Creates most separation on

vertical routes (Skinny Posts, Seams, Go Routes) due to good top end speed. Demonstrates very good hands with

good ball tracking skills, consistently making full-extension catches on inaccurate throws with very good body

control even along the sideline, ensuring to get both feet (toes) inbounds upon the catch. When the ball is thrown

to him, understands when to extend his arms to catch the ball away from his body and when to shield a defender

with very good body control while catching the football closer to his body. Shown to be a reliable target featuring

good competitive toughness and a very good catch radius, especially in critical situations such as the Red-Zone

and 3rd Down when the ball is thrown his way. Demonstrates solid play speed in the passing game by running

precise short to intermediate routes and frequently providing an open target to the passer in 3-5 step passing

concepts. After the catch, has proven to be an effective runner with the ability to make the first defender miss

and make vertical cuts, gaining YAC. Marginal run blocker, displaying marginal competitive toughness and play

strength to be aggressive to engage and sustain as a blocker. Has just adequate separation quickness, struggling

to burst out of his breaks in tight Man coverage. Struggles to take the top off in the vertical passing game, as it

takes too long to pull away from defenders due to adequate acceleration. Doesn't show the ability to win

contested catches consistently and struggles to make catches in traffic while running full-speed due to adequate

competitive toughness. Overall, a solid rotational Z/Slot receiver with good mental processing and FBI who

excels in short to intermediate routes with good catching ability and enough elusiveness to make the first

defender miss. Will struggle vs. Man Coverage with a lack of acceleration out of breaks, lacks the explosiveness to

stretch the field vertically and provides marginal production as a run blocker.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

57
Games Started

11
Games Won

Run Blocking, Separation Quickness, Acceleration, Play Strength

PROJECTION

Solid rotational Z/Slot receiver with good mental processing and FBI who excels in short to 

intermediate routes with good catching ability and enough elusiveness to make the first 

defender miss.  Will struggle vs. Man Coverage with a lack of acceleration out of breaks, lacks 

the explosiveness to stretch the field vertically, and provides marginal production as a run 

blocker.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Body Control, Balance, Hands, Mental Processing, Adjust to Ball (in every direction), 

Diagnosing Coverage

WORST

Z/X/Slot WR

Any system that will utilize him on quick to intermediate routes as a #2 or #3 threat, 

leveraging his ability to consistently provide an open target for the passer in Zone.

2018:  No Injuries,  2017:  No Injuries,  2016:  Foot, Right Hamstring - (Week 7),  2015:  Left 

Ankle - (Weeks 8-12)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


